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For a television show about a time-traveling alien and his mostly human, 
mostly female companions, Doctor Who, until very recently, has not engaged 
in any great depth with the complexities of time travel. For the bulk of the 
Doctor Who televised canon, time travel was simply a device to allow the 
Doctor to have an adventure within a particular historical period. The poten
tial of time travel to meddle with cause and effect and ultimately narrative 
sensibility has been generally avoided by Doctor Who's writers and produc
ers through intratext posited or natural laws of time that prevent or mitigate 
the contradictions of time travel. 

This chapter focuses on two Doctor Who broadcast stories that were 
directly concerned with time travel: "Day of the Daleks" and "Journey to the 
Centre of the TARD IS." In each narrative, the "this happens and then that" is 
maintained through "time loops" that are bracketing at the beginning/end of 
the stories. Within the loop, continuity is maintained while the overall narra
tive remains sensible outside of the loop, with the loop revealed as a "para
dox," a "future-that-was-not." 

These time-loop stories are important for what is affirmed about living as 
a "being-in-time." They remind us that being-in-time involves both subjec
tive and objective time. As creatures thrown into a technological society 
where objective time appears to be in ascendance, time loops, paradoxically, 
remind us that to be human, there is more to "time" than objective time. That 
the subjective experience of the passage of time-the time of fallible memo
ry and unknowable future-is as important for human beings as the hard 
ordering of cause and effect. 
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DOCTOR WHO AND TIME TRAVEL 

Having passed its fiftieth anniversary in spectacular style, Doctor Who is a 
show that does not require much introduction. 1 It concerns the ongoing ad
ventures, triumphs, and failures of a time-traveling, face-changing humanoid 
alien; his miraculous time machine; and a succession of mostly female "com
panions." On first inspection, the theme of time travel appears to be priori
tized. The Doctor's time machine, the TARD IS ( an acronym for Time and 
Relative Dimension[ s] in Space )--frozen in its previous disguise as a Lon
don Metropolitan Police box-has been a point of consistency in a show 
whose actors, producers, aesthetics, and genres keep changing. 2 From 201 O 
to 2013, the TARDIS silhouette formed the show's logo, and the incongruent 
form of a police box hurdling through the time vortex or real space has been 
a feature of the opening credits during 1974 to 1980, 1987 to 1989, and since 
2005. Further, time has been a regular inclusion in episode titles: "The Time 
Meddler" (#17), "The Time Warrior" (#70), "Invasion of Time" (#97), 
"Time-Flight" (#123), "Time and the Rani" (#148), and the more recent "The 
End of Time" (season 4, episodes 17 and 18). Even the Doctor's species is 
named "Time Lords." This all suggests that time and time traveling is at the 
fore of the show. 

However, notwithstanding these suggestions, the complexities of time 
travel have not been prioritized by Doctor Who. For the bulk of the televised 
canon, time travel was simply a device to allow the Doctor to have an 
adventure within a particular historical period. This was most evident in the 
case of the "historicals," which aired from 1964 to 1967, 3 but was also the 
case in later episodes. The TARDIS would bookend a story: Doctor and 
companion arrive in the TARD IS, have an adventure, and then leave. In this 
way, the Doctor has saved Renaissance Italy (twice), 4 Victorian England (at 
least eight times), 5 and caused the Pompeii-destroying eruption of Mount 
Vesuvius. 6 Rarely did the Doctor use the TARDIS intra-episode, although 
this tendency has changed in post-2005 Doctor Who. This has climaxed 
under current producer Steven Moffat, whose award-winning earlier stories, 
"The Girl in the Fireplace" and "Blink," set a direction where, in recent 
seasons, there has been greater inclusion of time travel within episodes and 
season story arcs. 

This recent use of time travel within Doctor Who during the "Moffat era" 
has not gone without criticism. The frantic complexity of these time-travel
ing episodes and season-long story arcs can be at the expense of narrative 
clarity. 7 While characters moving at different chronological speeds was an 
endearing and poignant narrative technique in "The Girl in the Fireplace" and 
"Blink," the crack-in-time motif in season 5 and the whole River 
Song-Doctor relationship left many viewers confused. It is this danger of 
time travel, of undermining the temporal framework for narrative, of making 
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"no-sense," that concerned Stanislaw Lem in "The Time-Travel Story and 
Related Matters of Science-Fiction Structuring" (first published in Russian 
[1970]). 8 Whereas Paul Nahin has catalogued different versions of time 
travel within science fiction (present to past, present to future, object from 
future in present, visualizing future and/or past), 9 Lem was concerned with 
thinking seriously about science fiction's posh1lating of time travel. For Lem, 
stori�s that are adventures in time, such as H. G. Wells's paradigmatic The 

Time Machine, in which a traveler journeys to another time and then returns 
to his own, avoid the "fun" of "causal paradoxes" that come from time-travel 
stories. 10 The problem/fw1 emerges from the logical illogicality well demon
strated by the patricidal time traveler who disposes of his or her grandfather 
before he had begotten the traveler's parent. 11 The paradox is that the exis
tence of the traveler, and, therefore, her capacity to eliminate her unfortunate 
ancestor, is in doubt. For Lem, "the fw1 consists in the way the paradox is 
shifted from one segment of the action to another." 12 He identifies two "au
thorial attitudes" to the paradox of time loops; either embracing the illogical
ity or strategies that "cleverly avoid them." 13 

Doctor Who has displayed both of these attitudes. The first is reveling in 
the illogicality. A celebrated example is the Moffat-penned explanation 
"people assume that time is a strict progression of cause to effect, but actual
ly from a nonlinear, nonsubjective viewpoint-it's more like a big ball of 
wibbly-wobbly, timey-wimey stuff." 14 As Lem observes, this strategy tends 
to find its registry in comedy. 15 And the original scene that introduced 
"timey-wimey," with the Tenth Doctor madly gesturing to the camera while 
engaged in a conversation that he already had the transcript of (having talcen 
it from the future to the past), is one of the funniest in recent Doctor Who 

episodes. While Doctor Who has had its comedic moments-climaxing with 
the pairing of Douglas Adams and Tom Baker's Fourth Doctor in 
1977-1978-this attitude to time travel has not been greatly evident. 

Much more evident has been the strategy of avoidance through the de
ployment of a variety of in-text legalisms that supposedly close off the narra
tive difficulties of time travel. This spans an ethical principle of "not chang
ing history" held by the First Doctor in "The Aztecs" and "The Time Med
dler" to a set of Time Lord-posited rules called the laws of tin1e in the "Three 
Doctors." Through their screened history, these rules appear both vague in 
articulation and weak in sanction. It has been stated that there is a first law of 
time that prohibits an individual from crossing his or her own time stream. 16 

It also had been stated that this first law prohibits time-travel activities that 
would result in "distortions of history." 17 In presenting these as posited rules 
of the Time Lord community, the suggestion is that, for the Whoniverse, the 
technical possibility of chronomotion, to use Lem's phrase, can allow for 
changes to history or for individuals to cross their own time streams: it is just 
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a good idea that this does not happen often. As such, these laws ohime are 
made to be broken, as happens in the Doctor Who anniversary specials. 18 

The second category of legalisms deployed in Doctor Who conceives of 
the laws of time as limits on the capacity of time travelers to change history 
or to meet their future/past selves. In this category, the laws are akin to laws 
of nature, inherent limits to the consequences of time travel. An example is 
the Blinovitch Limitation Effect, first introduced in "Day of the Daleks," 
reiterated in "Invasion of the Dinosaurs" (#71), and demonstrated in "Maw
dryn Undead," that supposedly prevents a time traveler from crossing his or 
her own time stream. Another is the "fixed points in history" explanation 
used in more recent Doctor Who episodes, where the Doctor explains that he 
cannot interfere in events that are "fixed." In both situations, interference 
generates consequences within space-time itself, from the appearance of the 
Reapers in "Father's Day" to the conflation of time in "The Wedding of 
River Song" to the immutability of history in "The Waters of Mars." The 
penalty for breach is some form of "natural" sanction; a summoning of a 
paradox-devouring monster; the coappearance of past, present, and future; or 
the tide of time erasing the change. What these legalities attempt to do is 
prohibit the narrative instabilities of time-travel stories. They do this by 
either preventing the consequences of the time travel to be manifest intrasto
ry (it's a fixed point, cannot be changed) or subsume the disruptions to a 
comprehensible order of canse and effect (the time loop has caused a subse
quent event such as the appearance of monsters). 

What these show, beyond that Doctor Who does not have some sort of 
definitive, canonic set of rules for consistency, are exactly Lem's "authorial 
attitudes" of humor or avoidance. While the humor of "timey-wimey" is 
celebrated, generally Doctor Who writers and producers have dealt with time 
travel by imposing intratext restraints, such as laws of time or fixed points in 
history. However, a more sophisticated reckoning with time travel in Doctor

Who has been the few stories where time travel is not just part of the premise 
but has been incorporated into the narrative. This is, as Lem identifies, highly 
risky for a storyteller as the "non-sense" is clearly exposed. The approach in 
Doctor Who has been to bracket the time loop to the beginning/end of the 
stories. Within the loop, continuity is maintained, and outside the loop, the 
disruptions of the loop are bracketed as a "paradox," a future-that-never-was. 
This approach involves a variety of strategies to maintain order and se
quence. How these strategies operate can be seen by examining two Doctor

Who time-loop stories, "Day of the Daleks" and "Journey to the Centre of the 
TARDIS." 
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"Day of the Daleks," first screened in January 1972, is representative of the 
general story structures from the Barry Letts/Terrance Dicks period.19 The 
Third Doctor, along with the ensemble of companions-Jo Grant and UNIT 
personnel Brigadier Lethbridge-Stewart, Captain Yates, and Sergeant Ben
ton-defend world peace from alien interference. The precise plot of the 
episode has UNIT protecting a British diplomat trying to avert global con
flict, which is threatened by humans of the twenty-second century who have 
identified the diplomat as the cause of the conflict and who have traveled 
back _in time in order to eliminate him. Their justification is that the global
conflict so wealcened Earth that at some point in the intervening years, the 
Daleks were able to tal<e over the planet with little resistance. The story is 
unusual in that it was a Dalek story during the initial run of the series not 
penned by Terry Nation but rather by Louis Marks; possibly as a conse
quence, the Daleh do not play an exceptionally significant role in the story. 
In terms of narrative, there are three major parts. The first part, which occu
pies the first episode, establishes the twentietl1-centirry context of imminent 
war, Auderly House, and a diplomat threatened by time-traveling guerrillas. 
The second part, across the second and third episodes, has Jo and then the 
Doctor traveling forward in time to Dalek-occupied twenty-second-century 
Earth, where they experience familiar Dalek/fascist imagery of an enslaved 
population, ruins, work camps, human collaborators, and huge, hairy, homi
noid henchmen. The final part in the fourth episode has the Doctor and Jo 
returning to the twentieth century, having determined that the outbreak of the 
war was actually caused by the guerrillas themselves detonating a bomb at 
the peace conference at Auderly House. They intervene in order to save the 
conference delegates and defeat the pursuing Daleks. Explained as such the 
narrative of the stmy is straightforward; there appears a nice sequen;e of 
events: this happened and then that. However, the story is a classic time loop 
of the grandfather paradox variety. The insurgents from the future triggered 
ilie events that birilied ilieir future, and wiili the Doctor's intervention iliat 
future, he confidently explains to Jo in ilie final scenes, will not come to �ass. 
In this context, ilie Blinovitch Limitation Effect is revealed as the technobab
hle that it is; it neither explains why nor how a future-that-was-not could 
have had real effects in the present, such as dead UNIT solders, Daleks, and 
henchmen rampaging through ilie English countryside, as well as a big ex
plosion destroying Auderly House. It is tempting to say that the time loop has 
been closed, because it makes semantic sense to "close" a "loop," but what 
has been achieved is that the non-sense of ilie time loop, iliat things have 
happened that could not have happened, has been bracketed wiiliin ilie story. 

Two teclmiques that contribute to this bracketing are evident. The first is 
that by stretching ilie circumference of ilie loop from the very opening scene 
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in the first episode of the diplomat being threatened by time-traveling terror
ists to the penultimate scene in the fourth episode with a Dalek-incinerating 
explosion, Marks minimized the narrative intem1ptions from the time loop. 
For the duration of the narrative, events are located "intraloop," set in a 
present around Auderly House that includes the Dalek-infested future. It is 
only in the climax, within the last few minutes of the final episode, that the 
time loop is closed and that particular future is thwaited by the Doctor. The 
emotional roller coaster of the Doctor smugly succeeding, a somewhat con
fused Lethbridge-Stewart, and the guerrillas' self-sacrifice quickly whooshes 
to credits and theme music. Aside from Jo smilingly accepting the Doctor's 
patronizing reassurances, there is no intratext consideration of the paradox 
and no pauses for the viewers to reflect. The second technique that minimizes 
the disruptions is how the time traveling is presented. The jumps up and 
down the time vortex between the twentieth and twenty-second centuries are 
of the H. G. Wells variety. Jo and the Doctor go forward in time, have 
adventures, drive trikes, gain knowledge, and return to their present, the saine 
time period from which they left. In other words, they spend twenty-four 
hours in the future and return twenty-four hours from when they left. This is 
time travel as akin to geographical travel. The temporal disturbances are 
managed: the travelers do not reappear before they leave, and the personal 
times of the travelers and those that remain stay synchronized. As such, 
narrative and order are maintained. 

Similar strategies are also evident in the much more recent "Journey to 
the Centre of the TARDIS." This stand-alone episode is one of the few 
Doctor Who stories set almost exclusively inside of the TARDIS. The overall 
structure of this story is a similar time loop to that of "Day of the Daleks," 
except the feel is much more personal and less epic. The narrative involves 
the TARDIS being damaged and retrieved by a salvage ship. At the moment 
of damage, there is the familiar imagery of smoke, sparks, and shaking 
console, accompanied by the interchange between the Eleventh Doctor and 
his companion Clara Oswald: 

Clara: Please tell me there's a button you can press to fix this. 

Doctor: Oh, yes. Big, friendly button. 

Clara: You're lying. 

Doctor: Yep. 

Clara grabs an object that rolls toward her and bums her hand. The scene 
ends, and in the next one, the Doctor awakens outside of the TARDIS with 
Clara trapped inside. The Doctor recruits the crew of the salvage ship to enter 
the TARDIS with him in order to search for Clara. Once inside the TARDIS, 
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it becomes clear that the ship is disintegrating-explosions, wrecked rooms, 
and red crisis lighting abound. Also seemingly pursuing the protagonists are 
ossified, zombie-like creatures. Much of this studio-based episode alternates 
between wonder at new TARDIS locations and the adrenaline of chases. The 
Doctor, reunited with Clara, determines that the creatures are the burnt and 
contaminated future echoes of Clara and the crew, and that the TARD IS is in 
the process of exploding. The burn marks on Clara's hand reveal a message: 
"big, friendly button." The Doctor, identifying a time disturbance as a crack 
in TARD IS' s wall linking the present with the past before the accident, 
etches the words on the object (which is the remote control for the salvage 
ship's accident-causing grabble) and goes through the crack He warns his 
past self and rolls the control, which Clara picks up and burns her hand. The 
past Doctor picks up the control; reads "big, friendly button"; and pushes it. 
The screen goes white to reveal that the future is changed, and the TARDIS 
does not become entangled with the salvage ship. 

This episode is less successful at bracketing the narrative complications 
of time travel than "Day of the Daleks." Like that story, its essence is the 
grandfather paradox in that it involves traveling from a future to a past that 
causes that future not to be. And like "Day of the Daleks," the complications 
are managed through placing the loop across the episode. Within the loop, 
the story flows well; there are chases and discoveries: this happened and then 
that. External to the loop, the flow is maintained. The events within the loop 
are, as the credits roll, revealed as a future-that-was-not. However, unlike 
"Day of the Daleks," this bracketing is not as successful. 

In "Journey to the Centre of the TARDIS," viewers get to watch the 
unfolding of a future that is negated. This is what also happens in "Day of the 
Daleks," with the scenes set in the twenty-second century; however, as the 
episode jumps continuously between the twentieth and twenty-second centu
ries, the same connection is not generated with the shown time stream. In 
"Journey to the Centre of the TARDIS," viewers witness-live, to a certain 
extent-the future-that-was-not. They live the order of events from the acci
dent through to the white stasis of the exploded engine, which is then un
wound in the push of a button. In "Day of the Daleks," the centuries of war 
and Dalek invasion between the two screened times are not shown. Further, 
in "Journey to the Centre of the TARDIS," there is only a single time-travel 
event: the critical movement of the Doctor with the remote through the crack 
into the immediate past. In "Day of the Daleks," there is a veritable highway 
of traveling back and forth. By having the plot's resolution hinge on a single 
chronomotion, the complexities are more obvious. The viewer is left wonder
ing how many times, pardon the pun, the time loop has been circulating until
the Doctor gets it right. 

Nevertheless, "Journey to the Centre of the TARDIS" remains a sensible, 
rollicking adventure. At a cursory level, it still makes sense; the future-that-
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was-not was caused by the accident that the Doctor then went back in time' 
and prevented. At a deeper level, as Lem would have identified, it makes mi,
sense whatsoever, spiraling into an infinite regression of cause-effect/negat
ed cause-negated effect. lbis is exactly what Lem's judgment on "Day of the 
Daleks" would be, although its script is tighter at bracketing the time loop 
and maintaining the semblance of order. This approach of containing the 
time loop through the paradox approach, while more sophisticated than ins
text legalities, ultimately disguises and displaces the complexity of time> 
travel. Lem, a rationalist who expects science fiction to be thought through, : 
as well as a story teller to be able to identify authorial tricks that render time 
loops comprehensible, would still see the logical illogicality of both "Day of 
the Daleks" and "Journey to the Centre of the TARDIS." However, 
clever and critical response, a very Doctor-lilce reaction, actually misses the 
point. It is, to paraphrase the Twelfth Doctor, the answer to the wrong ques, 
tion. The right question is, Why are these stories told in the first place? Why 
is "chronological-ity," to coin a neologism for the logical and proper flow of 
time, not essential for comprehensible and entertaining stories? The answer 
is that the logical and proper flow of time is not, in itself, the human experi
ence of time. 

BEING-IN-TIME 

Humans live through time in two ways. The first is the subjective experience: 
of time; the living in a present that is always a future that is becoming past.2° 

This is a living-in-time within a body that grows old according to the com-
mands of a biological clock. However, it is also a fonn of presentism: for the 
only known is the awareness of the now. 21 At this present, the future is 
unknown and unknowable. The past is only recalled through the analogue of 
remembering. It is only known from the incomplete and the forgetfulness of 
memory. There is awareness of movement; a deep feeling in the immediate 
of observing and participating in a passing sequence of events. This is a 
subjecting to, a throwing into a world of change that demands participation in 
its ordering. The experience of subjective time is to be subject to its flows 
and critical awareness of this way of being-in-time comes in the frustration 
of "not having enough time," the plea for "more time," the desire to "freeze 
the moment." But, notwithstanding the intimacy and familiarity with subjec
tive time, it is not the only way that humans be-in-time. The second is the 
mastery and ordering of time. There is a past that is known, written in history 
books, caught in an old photograph, or known "beyond reasonable doubt'' 
from a criminal trial. There is a present that is now; the current "like" tally on 
a social media page, an event streamed "live," the waiting at a red light with 
the knowledge that the green is coming. And there is a future that is planned: 
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"it's in the diary," "booked in," "projected," and anticipated. This is objec
tive time, the time order of physicists, economists, and machines-a mathe
matical fonn of time--where a past caused a present caused a future. 22 For 
philosophers of time, these ancient distinctions between subjective and ob
jective time tend not to be absolute, with most conceiving the truth of time as 
some combination of both. 23 What essentially can be seen is a version of the 
Heisenberg principle: subjective time is the experience of the flow, the 
movement of a body in time. Objective time is description at certain loca
tions in time. The more subjective time is emphasized, the less is !mown 
about past, present, and future. The more objective time is emphasized, the 
less is known of the movements and transfonnations through time. 

Lem's concern with time travel overemphasized objective time, with its 
purity of order, its chronological-ity. The bracketing of the time loops in 
"Day of the Daleks" and "Journey to the Centre of the TARDIS" worked 
because what were invoked were indices of subjective time: memory, a pri
mal present, and a future that is unknown. The stories remained comprehen
sible because a fonn of sequence was maintained; an immediate present 
remembers past and remains open to future. The Doctor, as critics have 
identified, might meddle and mingle with the epic, "external" times of his 
universe, but his "personal" time of memory and unknown future remains. 24 
The regenerations number off from William Hartnell's "One." He has count
lessly escaped his predicated doom, and he has visited his possible grave 
within a future-that-was-not.25 Underlying Lem's concerns with time-loop 
stories is a fear that, once the fonnal cause and effect of objective time is 
contradicted, all that is left is a senseless singularity: a dangerous, meaning
less chaos where there is everything and nothing. However, "Day of the 
Daleks" and "Journey to the Centre of the TARDIS" confinn that sense is 
more resilient than logic to paradoxes and contradictions. These episodes 
expose the narrative tricks and authorial attitudes that allow time-loop stories 
to be experienced as plausible. However, they also do more. 

Time-loop stories, handled well, are important, because while incredulity 
is suppressed as the loop is negated and a future-that-was becomes a future
that-was-not, subjective time is affinned. Good science fiction says some
thing about living as a human in a technological world, 26 in a world that is 
marching to the digital pulse of objective, external time. Doctor Who's time
loop stories remind us that this time, with its ordered logic of cause and 
effect, is only part of what it means to live as a being thrown into tin1e. 
Sequence and flow are experienced as much as it is imposed, and meaning 
and worth are not inherently generated in logs of hours worked, past posi
tions in curriculum vitae, or a diarized to-do list. Rather, it is the emotion of 
living the sequence or experiencing the ceaseless unfolding of a future to 
present to past that it is the locus of meaning. Viewers can watch, enjoy, and 
make sense of the Doctor riding the twists of the time loops in "Day of the 
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Daleks" and "Journey to the Centre of the TARDIS" because there is a 
semblance of sequence that is deeply familiar to the experience of subjective 
time. Ultimately, these stories matter because they show the complexity of 
what it is to be a being-in-time, a being composed of subjective and objective 
time. They particularly matter for beings thrown into a technological society, 
where objective time appears to be in ascendance. Time loops, paradoxically, 
remind us that to be human, there is much more to time than objective time. 
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